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PROBESCHULARBEIT

I) Adjective or adverb? (___/12)

1. The children smile (happy) ___________________ because they ate a (good) 
____________ cake. They ate the cake (greedy) ___________________.

2. Where is Tom? He is sitting in a (quick) _______________ car.
3. I speak English (good) __________________, but Tammy is (bad) ______________ at 

English. She is not a very (careful) _____________________ student.
4. Rita said hello to the teacher (friendly) ______________________. She is a (nice) 

____________ and (polite) _______________ pupil.
5. Theresa tried (hard) __________________ to pick up the box, but it was too (heavy) 

________________. 

II) have to – had to (___/10)

go       go       climb       listen       not eat       stop       tidy       solve       learn       be

1. In our last English lesson, we ________________________ to the cassette.
2. My dad ________________________ to work every day at 7.
3. Mom said to me: “You ________________________ your room! It’s dirty!”
4. Yesterday, she ________________________ a problem.
5. The men ________________________ climb the high mountain 2 weeks ago.
6. Today I ________________________ much for my English test.
7. The car ________________________ because the traffic lights are red.
8. He ________________________ to the doctor because he was ill.
9. The children always ________________________ quiet during the lesson.
10. You ________________________ when you are not hungry. *

III) Present perfect (___/8)
Write what Harry Horse has done/hasn’t done:

1. Harry Horse _______________________________________.          crash into 

2. Harry Horse _______________________________________. see 

3. Harry Horse _______________________________________. put  out 

4. Harry Horse _______________________________________. not 

5. Harry Horse _______________________________________.       park 

6. Harry Horse _______________________________________. stop    bank

7. Harry Horse _______________________________________.   Henrietta Hippo

8. Harry Horse _______________________________________.           get  driving licence
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IV) Tenses (___/12)

1. Tim and Tony – learn much – yesterday S, Q
_______________________________________________________________.
_______________________________________________________________?

2. Linda – eat a lot – every day N, S
_______________________________________________________________.
_______________________________________________________________.

3. Kimmy – see – the film – already S, Q
_______________________________________________________________.
_______________________________________________________________.

4. We – probably – go to the beach - tomorrow Q, N
_______________________________________________________________?
_______________________________________________________________.

5. Look! Alf – play – with the cat N, S
_______________________________________________________________.
_______________________________________________________________?

6. This is a plan: Tom – buy – a new CD next week S, N
_______________________________________________________________.
_______________________________________________________________.

V) Present perfect or past tense? (___/8)

1. My parents (drink) _____________________ a glass of wine yesterday evening.
2. Look what you’ve done! You (spill) _____________________ the milk!
3. The teacher (read) _____________________ the story already.
4. We (be) _____________________ in England for two days.
5. Alex (not/write) _____________________ an interesting text last week.
6. (you/eat) _____________________ anything since 3 o’clock?
7. Carol (not/buy) _____________________ the new DVD yet.
8. When he was a baby, he (throw) _____________________ a bottle out of the window.

0-25=5, 26-32=4, 33-38=3, 39-44=2, 45-50=1 gesamt: ___/50

I) 1. happily, good, greedily 2. quick 3. well, bad, careful 4. in a friendly way, nice, polite 5. hard, heavy
II) 1. had to listen 2. has to go 3. have to tidy 4. had to solve 5. had to climb 6. have to learn 7. has to stop 8. had to go 9. have to be 10. don’t have 
to eat
III) 1. has crashed into the fire hydrant 2. hasn’t seen the traffic lights 3. has put the fire out 4. hasn’t stopped 5. hasn’t parked the car 6. has 
stopped the bank robbers 7. has married Henrietta Hippo 8. hasn’t got a driving licence.
IV) 1. Tim and Tony learned much yesterday. Did Tim and Tony learn much yesterday? 2. Linda doesn’t eat a lot every day. Linda eats a lot 
every day. 3. Kimmy has seen the film already. Has Kimmy seen the film already? 4. Will we probably go to the beach tomorrow? We probably 
won’t go to the beach tomorrow. 5. Look! Alf isn’t playing with the cat. Look! Alf is playing with the cat. 6. Tom is going to buy a CD next week. 
Tom isn’t going to buy a CD next week.
V) 1. drank 2. have spilt (have spilled) 3. has read 4. have been 5. didn’t write 6. Have you eaten 7. hasn’t bought 8. threw
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